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Lead Governor’s report for year to 31 March 2021

In April 2020 England had just started its first lockdown
due to the COVID 19 pandemic which severely curtailed
our usual activities as Governors. The Trust was closed to
visitors and NHSE banned all non-essential meetings. In
July we had our first Council of Governors meeting virtually
using MS Teams and we have all learnt to work in this way
and working groups had resumed by the end of 2020.
Despite the Trust being the nominated centre for COVID
patients for NCL mental health trusts only two service
users and one member of staff, Andy Costa, died and staff
coped admirably. Our Chair Jackie Smith instituted a
weekly video recording to keep Governors informed and
then a monthly virtual open meeting using MS Teams
which enabled us to keep up to date with what was happening in the Trust.
One positive step by the Trust was to establish an assessment unit on the St Pancras site
which meant patients with mental health problem did not have to go to acute hospital A&E
departments. This initiative was welcomed by service users and acute hospitals. This has
worked well and will continue into the future. Such a big change would have taken months if
not years to accomplish in normal circumstances!
The Nominations & Remuneration Committee were able to appoint two new Non-Executive
Directors (NEDs). We had an unprecedented response to the advertisement and for the first
time ever had an entire shortlist of BAME applicants due to the high quality of the field. This
meant that the Trust Chair’s objective of diversifying the Board to reflect the population we
serve was achieved.
A Task Force to look at governance issues established in July reported to the Council in
September and made recommendations about improving the way Governors and NEDs
worked together. Most recommendations were accepted by the Board. The Nominations &
Remuneration Committee also set up a Learned Lessons Review panel on 1 October 2020
after the unexpected resignation of the SID shortly before her extended term of office was
due to end in the summer. Ably chaired by David Barry it reported to the December Council
and made recommendations to improve the procedure when a NED leaves.
The Steering Committee accepted bids for the Service User Improvement Fund. The Trust
choir has continued to meet weekly, albeit virtually. The Choir leader and secretary were
nominated by choir member Myra Whisker for the community award of the Star of the Year
awards which they won. They also sang at the virtual ceremony. The ‘Dance for Joy’
classes were able to resume outdoors but the other bids were not considered Covid-19 safe
and deferred until the following financial year. A bid for the choir was made to the C&I
Charitable Fund in September 2021, which was successful. This will enable other ideas to
be supported by the fund in the future.
In February 2021 we were informed that North Central London had established a review of
Mental Health Services across its patch and our Chair was to lead this, along with the CEO
of Barnet, Enfield and Haringey. Soon after that the Chair accepted the post of Chair of BEH
which we were assured would not adversely affect her performance at C&I.
Vaccination rates for C&I staff have been similar to that of other trusts and the Trust set up
its own vaccination centre early in the New Year. The Trust remained financially stable led
by our fantastic Finance Director, David Wragg. Internal Governor elections took place in
May 2021 whereby Eric Crossfield was elected as Lead Governor and Olga Farach and Rob
Drummond as deputy Lead Governors. The Nominations & Remunerations Committee
agreed to have co-chairs with Ade Akande and Simon Ramage elected to those roles. We
look forward to being able to resume site visits and to meet again in person but have been
very impressed by the hard work of the Trusts’ staff who have managed to weather the
Covid-19 storm and the changes in working remarkably well.
Wendy Savage, Lead Governor (May 2019 - May 2021)
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A word from our Trust Chair, Jackie Smith

It’s been the most unusual and challenging year as the Chair
of Trust and the Governing body. Since I was appointed Chair
in February 2021, I have not yet managed to chair a Board
meeting with all my board members in the same room.
Everything has been done virtually which has made the
challenge of chairing the Trust during a pandemic doubly
difficult. But, in many ways it has also been very rewarding.
Finding new ways of working brings new opportunities and
what the virtual world has provided for is more regular and
easy access to meetings and staff. For example, myself and
the CEO, Angela McNab, quickly established weekly webinars
with the staff, which took place virtually. This allowed for immediate and visible engagement
with staff on a whole range of issues, such as their fears around PPE and vaccines. I also
initiated weekly Vlogs to the Governors to keep them up to date with the fast-moving picture
of COVID, and I introduced monthly open meetings where Governors could ask the CEO
about anything which was on their minds. These things would not have happened in the old
world so not all that is new and shiny is bad. That said, I have missed the human connection
and the opportunity to bond in the way that real life encounters provide.
I am immensely proud of what the Trust, staff and leadership team has achieved over this
uniquely difficult year. From setting up a service to take pressure of the acute Trusts, to
progressing key priorities such as the community transformation work and implementing our
outstanding clinical strategy. The Trust has not stood still during the pandemic; it has
progressed thanks entirely to the dedication and hard work of the fabulous staff.
The other virtual event of which I am particularly proud was the recruitment of two
outstanding new NEDs and two associate NEDs. Never before had recruitment happened
virtually but the results were first-class. We have a very strong and unified Board with the
appetite and expertise to take the mental health review, which kicked off in April, to new
levels. It is an exciting time in mental health and Camden and Islington is in a very strong
place to make a marked difference.
I want to end by saying huge thanks to Wendy Savage and David Barry, especially. Their
enormous and tireless contribution as Governors should not be underestimated. Their
passion and desire to ensure C&I’s unique and compelling identity shines through. We owe
them a great deal and I thank them on behalf of the Board for all they have done.

Jackie Smith
Chair, Camden and Islington NHS FT.
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Focus on being an Appointed Governor
Claudia Cooper – UCL Medical School

I became UCL’s appointed Governor in October 2018. I have
worked in Camden & Islington NHS Foundation Trust since
2000, as a junior doctor and then as a consultant old age
psychiatrist, since 2009. I love working in the Trust – with a
wonderful, committed staff group and with the fascinating,
diverse communities we serve. I particularly value the Trust’s
commitment to research and innovation. Having an appointed
Governor from UCL, the University most closely linked to the
trust is evidence of that commitment.
Serving as a Governor has involved seeing the work of the
Trust from a new perspective. I have enjoyed meeting and
working with a diverse group of public, service user, staff and appointed Governors, and
have sought to bring a UCL and research perspective to our varied discussions. I am
Professor of older people’s psychiatry at UCL Division of Psychiatry, currently leading the
UCL Alzheimer’s Society Centre of Excellence for Independence at home; and the
NIHR/ESRC APPLE-Tree programme, investigating how lifestyle and behavioural change
can prevent dementia. I am also a member of the UK Cabinet Office Trial Advice Panel.
I have found attending the Governors’ Membership Working Group particularly interesting.
This group is concerned with engaging the local community, maintaining an effective Trust
membership and supporting the Governor elections. The purpose of the Governor working
group is to connect and embed the Trust within local communities, so facilitating this
dialogue feels like important and worthwhile work.

Maureen Brewster – Voluntary Action Camden

I’ve been a Nominated Governor since March 2020 joining at
the beginning of the pandemic with all of its restrictions. This
was quite an eye opener as everything was done via e-mail. I
had an expectation of how this would be done as I was a
Governor for 3 years from 2015-2018 where the joining process
involved me visiting the office, affording me the opportunity to
meet the staff- nothing beats face-to-face. Although I had
previously been a Governor it feels like I’ve been away,
returning after a long leave of absence and landing on another
Island - a lot has happened in the world of health and social
care. This is a challenge for the Trust.
I have worked in Camden for 20 years as a Community Development Worker and a Health
Development Manager in the voluntary sector supporting and facilitating community
networks, consultation and dialogue with commissioners to achieve on their service delivery.
I supported staff and organisations in Camden to promote mental well-being and prevent
mental ill-health by raising awareness of mental health, and challenging stigma and
misunderstanding, to improve the range and quality of services available locally to those
affected by mental health issues. I also use my knowledge experience in supporting service
user involvement.
Over the years I have seen and experience the many changes to health and social care;
however, the one constant has been the role of the voluntary and community sector (VCS) in
service provision. Historically the VCS have provided accessible services to people who
have found it difficult accessing statutory sector services. The role of the VCS is
fundamental in helping the Trust in addressing equalities.
As a Governor I will endeavour to share this knowledge and expertise and will work towards
developing links between the Trust and VCS. I feel this is imperative to my role and the
recent opportunities under the Transformation agenda which includes community services.
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Katy Porter - Voluntary Action Islington
A tribute by Olga Cecilia Farach, Islington Public Governor and Deputy Lead
Governor:
I am pleased to announce that Katy Porter, one of our Appointed
Governors with twenty-five years’ experience in the charity sector, health,
and social care, has been honoured in this year’s 2021 Queen’s Birthday
Honours List for her services to our community where I belong during the
coronavirus pandemic.
She has been acknowledged a British Empire Medal for launching an
altruistic activity to support people experiencing food needs and those
unapproachable from March last year. This is a great appreciation for
someone who has given plentifully to our Islington community, and as one
of our Trust Governor, and CEO of Manor Gardens Welfare Trust which I support.
I can guarantee that Katy is always captivated in supporting people to reach wellbeing, equal
health, with aims to aid resilience to our Islington Borough.
Katy’s response:
I have been Appointed Governor for C&I Mental Health Foundation
Trust since 2019, representing the Voluntary & Community Sector in
London Borough of Islington. The importance of mental health in our
communities and society has been for a long-time a passion of mine,
as is ensuring everyone can access the support and treatment they
need when they need it. Good mental health is a right for everyone
and I hope by being a Governor I can assist in some further way to
ensure this is given priority and focus in our day to day lives. Being a
Governor provides me with greater insight into the experiences of
people using the services of the Trust and the wide perspectives of
fellow Governors committed to ensuring quality of service for all. In my
role as CEO of Manor Gardens Welfare Trust we support people with their wellbeing and
mental health, and we know that this is ever more important and needed following the
pandemic. In reaching into our communities and understanding what helps and assists
people and is important to them, I can hopefully contribute this knowledge into the Appointed
Governor role to represent the voice, in some way, of our local communities. I thank Olga
for her kind tribute and look forward to continuing in my role to contribute alongside all
Governors and work with the Trust.

Artist’s impression of our planned new Highgate East facilities
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Governors’ Working Group Focus
Governors’ Service User/Staff Experience & Quality Working Group

The Council of Governor’s Service User and Staff Experience group
discussed aspects of service user and staff experience of working for,
and being cared for by, C&I.
In 2020/21 our meetings were lively and well attended.
My personal highlight of the discussions which took place in 2020/21
was:
Digital inclusion – Dr Laurine Hanna joined us to discuss the Trust’s
digital inclusion strategy which concerned what the trust’s plans are
around digital inclusion of service users to access video
consultations. Dr Hanna took us through data breaking down
consultations during the preceding week into those held by
telemedicine (on-line), telephone and face-to-face, including specific data on IAPT and
Community services. She also covered the service user and staff experience of
telemedicine, benchmarking and current workstreams and digital inclusion.
Dr Stephen Ginn, Staff Governor/Working Group Chair

Governors’ Finance & Business Planning Working Group
As part of the Trust’s response to manage the impact of the Covid19 pandemic on mental health services all non-essential meetings
were cancelled which included this group. Further, it was decided
to align all Governor Working Groups to Board Committees and an
agreement was reached to dovetail the Governor Finance
&Business Planning Working Group to the Board’s Resources
Committee. This is seen as a positive step to closely integrate
Board activities to those of the Council of Governors. The agreed
strategy will be to hold a meeting in April to wrap up the previous
year’s financial activities and set out the plan for the coming year,
and a meeting in October to report on mid-year performance to
plan and a forecast for the rest of the year.
In the October 2020 meeting, the Governors were updated on the arrangements for that
year’s finances. The 202021 Financial year was unusual in that all NHS Finances were
managed via a Covid block, enduring all providers would break-even, offering stability and
assurance on income flows based on a prior year spending trend, allowing all trusts to focus
on responding to the pandemic.
It was noted by the Governors how commendable it was that during such a time of upheaval
in the NHS, C&I still managed to continue its planned St Pancras redevelopment spending
plans to agreed timescales. On top of this, C&I fully commissioned the Section 136 suite at
Highgate and established a new Crisis Assessment Unit at St Pancras Hospital, together
with successful identification and central recovery of additional Covid-19 spend.
Simon Ramage, Staff Governor/Working Group Chair
Governors’ Membership Working Group
The Membership Working Group concerns itself, as one might guess from the name, with
the membership of the Trust. Recruiting members, engaging members, encouraging
participation in Council of Governors elections.
As half of the Governor seats are up for election at a time, and Governors are elected for
three-year terms, not every year is an election year. This year was and so will be next year.
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Thus, the work of the Group during the period this covers was focussed
on elections; the ones that took place this year and the ones that will be
next year. Against the national trend all our seats were contested and the
membership Group (supported by Christian and Mohit to whom I thank)
can take some credit for this. Members of the group worked in various
ways to encourage member participation. This included, subject to the
limitations imposed by Covid, canvassing personally people to stand for
Governor, writing to the local press, contacting all the local, political
parties. There was a very successful staff webinar for staff members
about being a Governor.
These efforts will be needed again next year. It’s a really interesting set of tasks, and
centres on how we can best relate to our community. The Group will be choosing a new
chair this autumn and will be need replacements for some retiring Governors. Priorities will
include improving Service User and Carer member participation.
So good opportunities to contribute.
David Barry, Islington Public Governor/Working Group Chair
Governors’ St Pancras Transformation Programme Working Group Committee
(Activity during the Year to March 2021)
May 2020
It was agreed that more on-site visits for the variety of developments
currently underway would be beneficial. There was no meeting
(virtual or otherwise) in May 2020 as we were all getting to grips with
the new phenomena of a pandemic.
September 2020
This time, by way of a virtual meeting, we were once again grateful
for an excellent presentation by our St Pancras Transformation
Programme Project Director, Malcolm McFrederick. The Working
Group’s Chair, Monika Schwartz at that time, supported the
recommencement of the working group after having been paused during the pandemic.
December 2020
All working groups had now recommenced ‘virtually’. The Working Group’s Chair advised
that her term of office would end 9 March 2021.
January 2021
The Working Group held a ‘’virtual’’ meeting, in the light of the continuing pandemic. Its
Chair advised to the somewhat disappointed group that this would be her final meeting.
Our St Pancras Transformation Programme Project Director presented an update of the new
build at Highgate East and other plans for St Pancras. A ‘question and answer’ session
followed and the Working Group Chair noted that the breaking of ground at Highgate East
was now imminent.
There were tributes to Monika Schwartz lead by Mr Mc Frederick for her sterling work as a
Governor and Working Group Chair since the transformation programme’s inception. I
subsequently agreed to take over as the Chair to this group.
Overview
The year was highly unusual in that almost everything was off the agenda, in terms of
meetings and site visits. However, we quickly got to grips with new technology that allowed
our meetings to re-commence online.
Work on the various sites continued, as much as they could; given at one stage no
construction work was allowed, however that didn’t stop significant work being continued in
the background, leading to C&I being able to hit the ground running when various restrictions
were lifted.
Rob J Drummond, Deputy Lead Governor/Islington Public Governor/Working Group
Chair
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Update from Anu Singh – C&I new Senior Independent Director (SID)
I was so pleased to join my local Trust as the SID in
September 2020 – as a passionate advocate of taking a
‘strengths-based approach’ to health I was thrilled to join a
Trust that prioritises what matters to people, not just what is
the matter with them. As the new SID I prioritised making
efforts to quickly get to know our Governors, and to build
relationships (despite the challenge of having to meet
virtually on Teams!). At that time our Staff and our
communities were still coping and struggling with the
challenges presented by the pandemic, but we made time
to support, consider and implement changes recommended
by a Governor Task Force to improve the way governors
and NEDs worked together. Implementing these
recommendations has been incredibly helpful in supporting
governors to hold NEDs to account for the performance of the Board. This year we
embarked on a powerful partnership with our neighbouring trust, BEH (Barnet, Enfield and
Haringey NHS Trust), with the clear aim of improving mental health outcomes for our
communities. Working closely with Governors to shape, drive and understand this
partnership has been immensely rewarding. I look forward to working equally closely with
our new intake of Governors and thank Wendy and David for all they have done over their
many dedicated years of service.
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A Service User Governor’s Perspective by Hagir Ahmed
As an elected service user representative, I believe my position
entails connecting the voices of the service users to the Board
of the Trust, as a bridge between the Trust and the local
community I engage with the Trust and relay information on
issues and concern between the service users and the Trust
and vice versa. I was elected Deputy Lead Governor for a two
year term in 2019 when two new positions were created by the
Council of Governors and as such have attended the Steering
Committee regularly and as many of the group meetings as
possible ensuring the service user voice is heard.
A key objective for me is to see a wider uptake of service users
from the community taking positions as Governors in the Trust
as a service user have a full perspective and end user
experience to draw upon and will make informed decisions.
Having a varied and vast background in the voluntary sector for decades alongside
participating in several of the internal groups in the trust has helped me to have a
combination of viewpoints to draw upon.
I have additional challenges due to being a service user with disabilities.
Technology has always been a challenge for me as I am a people person more accustomed
to interacting with people face-to-face even though I have learnt to adapt to my weaknesses
using online communications via apps such as Zoom and Microsoft Teams but l can’t wait to
go back to normal interaction. Having been re-elected in 2021 I hope any service user with
things to say will contact me so that we can make useful changes to the services that the
Trust provides.
My Activities outside of the Trust in Islington
Since March 2020 up until the present time I have assisted the Muslim Welfare House
Supporting communities through the pandemic delivering PPE equipment, helping with the
food bank and the cooking and distribution of hot food made freshly at the Mosque.
Through Ramadan and Eid I assisted service uses who are refugees in hotels and hostels. I
cooked several hundreds of hot healthy meals to help them break their fast.
Besides being an NHS Volunteer Responder Plus I’ve also been helping at the Manor
Garden Centre Islington Age UK as an outreach support worker and befriender specifically
aiding an elderly lady of 95 years with her daily chores, shopping, collection of medications
and gardening until sadly she recently passed.
Have also been helping with the vaccine centre which is run by the NHS at the MWH
Mosque by the promoting the NHS services with the local community and minority groups.
Hagir Ahmed, Service User Governor (Deputy Lead Governor from May 2019 to May
2021)
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A look back by Islington Public Governor, and previous Lead Governor, David Barry
Over the years I have done a number of interesting and worthwhile
things. Being a Trust Governor has been one of the more interesting
and worthwhile of these. It has been suggested that as October
approaches, and with it the end of my last term, I should write
something about my experience of being a Governor at Camden and
Islington NHS Foundation Trust. It is certainly true that I have now
been involved with the Trust for some time. I never expected that. It
just sort of crept up on me.
Like others, I have personal experience where those close to me
have been impacted by mental illness. Becoming a C&I Governor
was a way to contribute to mental health care without being a mental
health professional. C&I was actually the first Mental Health Trust to
acquire Foundation Trust status, way back in 2008. I was a School
Governor and when I heard Foundation Trusts would have “Governors” my interest was
engaged. I also had experience of sitting on public Boards, including two that advocated for
consumer rights, and it seemed to me that this experience could be helpful, and it has been.
I was first elected as a Governor in 2008. The Council of Governors was much larger then
than now. A big Council had drawbacks. It was difficult to allow people a reasonable
opportunity to speak whilst keeping meetings to a reasonable length. Some found
addressing an assembly that size intimidating. Another issue was managing the sheer
volume of business before the Council, and some way had to be found of cutting this down
whilst ensuring that Governors remained able to carry out their legal duties.
There was an inevitable settling in period. I think it’s fair to say that the Board when applying
for Trust status had in mind the advantages of being a Foundation Trust - greater freedom of
action, and perhaps had not completely thought through what it would mean to have a
Council of Governors. I also think some Governors had unrealistic expectations and had to
learn that the Council of Governors is not the Trust Board, although of course we appoint the
Non-Executive members of the Board. For their part, the Board had to acknowledge that
they were not as completely masters in their own house as they had been before Governors
arrived.
To deal with the excessive business problem, based on my experience with other
organisations, I put forward a proposal to establish what we now call the Steering
Committee. It turned out that several other people had been thinking along the same lines in
particular our elected Lead Governor, Richard Bunting and Richard Arthur, the Trust’s Chair
at that time. To this day, the core function of Steering Committee is to ensure the right
business gets discussed and that the amount of business on each Council meeting’s agenda
is not too great.
In order to deal with the Council being too large Richard Bunting, as Lead Governor,
successfully proposed a constitutional amendment which reduced the Council to its current
size. This was quite an achievement as it required him to convince a number of Nominated
Governors that they should vote themselves off the Council as well as, in effect, getting the
support of Governors who might make their own re-election more difficult. There was a
lesson to be drawn from his example of patience, careful persuasion and constructive
compromise.
During my first three year term as a Governor other commitments stopped me from taking on
a bigger role, being on a committee for example, but it is still possible to make a worthwhile
contribution from the floor, which I did my best to do. When I stood for re-election I was
defeated but after almost a year “off” one of the Islington Public Governors resigned and, as
it was within a year of the election and I was runner up, I was asked to rejoin for the
remainder of their term. During that time Richard Bunting, having done a good job, stood
down and was replaced as Lead Governor by Martha Wiseman. We all now had some
experience of how a Foundation Trust operated, the Council had been reduced to a
manageable size and the Steering Committee, which Martha Wiseman chaired, was
effectively managing its business. It was around this time that the first steps started towards
the St Pancras Transformation Programme.
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Martha Wiseman stood down in 2013 and, with my own commitments reduced, I
successfully stood for election to replace her as Lead Governor. Not long after I became
Lead Governor there was a curious incident where the Trust Chair, due to a conflict of
interest, had to delegate a decision to me as Lead Governor that was challenged in the
Courts. This was certainly an intriguing experience but I was fully supported by a Trust
arranged legal advisor and the court upheld my decision. I rapidly promoted a change to the
C&I’s Constitution to introduce the post of Deputy Trust Chair so that no future Lead
Governor would be left in a similar position.
After that fiery start I remained Lead Governor for the six and half years. Richard Arthur,
having served for four and a half years, resigned and the Council of Governors appointed
Leisha Fullick to be the Trust’s next Chair. Leisha was “my” chair for the rest of my time as
Lead Governor.
Richard Arthur’s experience as a Councillor and elected Leader of Camden Council showed
itself greatly to the Trust’s advantage, when he got the Department of Health to agree that
the St Pancras Site, which the Trust had occupied rent free, did in its entirety belong to the
C&I. Without this favourable outcome the St Pancras Transformation Programme would not
have been possible. Leisha Fullick continued to drive this forward and presided over the
Board which appointed Angela McNab as C&I’s next Chief Executive. She also assisted the
Council in making high quality NED appointments and fostered a culture which, while
allowing for constructive disagreement, supported joint working between Council and Board.
After my time as Lead Governor Jackie Smith became Trust Chair. Her arrival coincided
with pandemic lockdown marking out her tenure as unique. I can already see that her
important contribution is likely to be in fostering joint working with neighbouring Trusts,
especially Barnet Enfield & Haringey Mental Health NHS Trust. She has broken new ground
by being the first person to be Chair of both Trusts and has successfully steered through the
appointment of a Joint Chief Executive following Angela McNab’s appointment to a senior
position in NHS London.
Two important constitutional amendments were also put forward during my time. One was
to clarify the term limit rules for Governors, clarifying that one could only serve three
consecutive three year terms without a break which is why I, and some others, are leaving
this October. The other was to introduce a greater clarity into the process for the election of
the Lead Governor and the creation of two new Deputy Lead Governor posts. It was my
hope that this would allow for an element of team working not really possible when there was
just the one post of Lead Governor.
During this time the St Pancras site development has been progressing with some important
decisions being reserved to Governors alone. I was required to address various meetings,
including Islington Borough Scrutiny Committee.
For completeness I should mention being Chair of the Governors’ Nominations Committee.
This followed being Lead Governor. It was for a limited time until the new generation of
Governors came forward. It was a more focused role than Lead Governor but just as
rewarding. I must admit I was a little surprised to be replaced by two people co-chairing, but,
having seen both at work on the committee and on appointment panels, I think they were an
excellent choice.
It is a great art to time your departure when people will still regret it rather than feel relief;
whether I have achieved this is hardly for me to say but both jobs have been worthwhile and
sometimes even enjoyable.
David Barry, Islington Public Governor
September 2021
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